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Editorial

Hope for the
common people

Hopefully the lady IPS officer
understands how the common

people suffer traveling on
Imphal-Moreh road.

Every high profile government employee should visit
the border town Moreh to find out how the civilians

are being harassed in the name of checking by Para Military
troopers at Khudengthabi army check point.

Sharing a porous border with the neighbouring Myanmar
and with incessant reports of drugs and arms smuggling being
carried out in this route, the Assam Rifles have been given
full authority to check the flow of illegal articles. Having said
so, the kind of harassment meted out to small time traders
and civilians visiting Moreh Town is extraneous. Moreh town
is Just around hundred and five kilometres from Imphal and
there is no reason for a vehicle to take more than 2 hours
reaching the place, however, unnecessary detention in the
name of checking and entry registrations delayed the journey
for almost all common people. During checking there were
reports of small time lady traders being harassed and even
recently a middle aged lady was reportedly molested by the
AR troops at Khudengthabi and the matter comes to light at
the public domain only after she dared to challenge. There
are several unreported cases of such harassment faced by
common people due to fear of unwanted consequences and
retaliations.

The recent incident involving a personnel of the 12 AR
posted at Khudengthabi reportedly mishandling one lady IPS
officer on January 19 afternoon when she was returning from
duty at Moreh talks volumes. It suggested in more ways than
one that the Para Military troops like the Assam Rifles are
not here to assist the state police in controlling the law and
order situation of the state. This is a clear sign of the state
being run under the whim of the Assam Rifles or Army. It was
fortunate that the lady IPS officer returned in civil dress along
with her Manipur police escorts in civil dress , as she herself
had seen herself how rude can be those at the check point at
Khudenthabi.

One important point that people need to ponder on is
why the Assam Rifles are providing specific timings and
restrictions on when to come or go to Moreh by any individual.
Home Minister of Manipur had stated that the law and order
has improved and people are free to move any place any
time without fear.

With the Indian government casting an expectant gage
toward the South East Asia region, traffic along the Imphal
Moreh route has been on the rise, and is expected to continue
in the foreseeable future. Why is the Assam rifles not opening
the road 24x7 to prevent bulk checking of vehicles which
either comes towards Imphal from Moreh or from Moreh to
Imphal. Congestion at the designated check point may be

GOVERNMENT OF MANIPUR
DIRECTORATE OF VETY.&A.H.SERVICES

RE- E- TENDER NOTICE
Imphal ,the 22nd January,2020

No.1/FMP/HADP/2019-Vety : The Director ,Vety.& A.H., Govt.of Manipur herby invites Re-E-Tender
with 2 bid system i.e. technical Bid consisting of all technical details and price and Bid indicating item –wise
price of the items from the all intending reputed and reregistered firms/suppliers /manufactures/distributors /
authorized dealers for supply of (i) Cattle feed machineries(Crushing machine Feed mixing machine, pellet
machine etc-200 to 250 kg/hr) and (ii)poultry feed machineries( feed grinder, paddle Mixer/Rubin blender
,holding bin etc-200 to 250 kg/hr ) for Hill Area Development Programmed (HADP)under 100% Central Sector
to implement thirty –nine (39) projects in the Districts of Tamenglong and Noney in the State of Manipur
.Specifications of each item are enclosed in the Annexure “I and II”,Rate to be quoted are to be Free on Rail
(F.O.R) Noney ,Manipur inclusive of GST and transportation charges.

The detail of the tender will be available on the website www.manipurtenders.gov.in

(H.Chaoba Singh)
Director ,Vety.&A.H.Service ,Manipur

Courtesy The wire
By : Sidharth Varadarajan

It was a small news item – one that
most people would have failed to
grasp the signif icance of.  ‘SC
reinstates woman employee who
levelled  charges at ex-CJI’, the
Indian Express repor ted on
Wednesday morning.
In a country with hundreds of
newspapers and TV channels and
websites,  th is news had been
reported 20 hours later by just nine
English media outlets and two Hindi
ones. And if  someone had not
followed the case when The Wire first
broke the story last year along with
its reporting partners Caravan
magazine and Scroll, they’d be hard-
pressed to understand what this
latest development tells us about the
state of the Indian judiciary.
So, let’s rewind this story to the
beginning.
A young woman who had once
worked as a junior court assistant
with Justice Ranjan Gogoi in the
Supreme Court and then in his
residential office in 2018 found
herself transferred thrice in three
weeks after she rebuffed what she
claimed were physical advances on
the part of the judge.
These transfers were immediately
followed by a show-cause notice on
some trivial work-related matters.
Before she could even answer the
minor charges levelled against her,
an  administrative panel in  the
Supreme Court found against her and
recommended her  immediate
dismissal. That was in December
2018.
Apart from her sacking, the young
woman had to  suffer fur ther
tribulations. The details are truly hair-
raising. Her husband, who was a
constable in  the Delhi Police
suddenly found himself suspended.
His brother – i.e. the former junior
court assistant’s brother-in-law –
who was also a police constable, got
suspended too. Then her second
brother-in-law – who is disabled and
whom Justice Gogoi had got the
Supreme Court to hire – found his
employment terminated.
As if all this were not harrowing
enough, the woman and her husband
were arrested by the Delhi police and
charged with bribery and extortion
on the basis of  a complaint by
someone who claimed he had paid
her Rs 50,000 via a go-between to
secure a job at the Supreme Court.
Driven to the wall by this evident
vindictiveness, she decided to go
public with her allegation of sexual
harassment against Justice Ranjan
Gogoi.
Last April, she prepared an affidavit
detailing her work history, an account
of Justice Gogoi’s dealings with her,
a narration of the incident at his
residence when she alleged he had
behaved inappropriately with her,
and then the dreadful consequences
which followed. The only problem
was that the judge in question – 
Justice Ranjan Gogoi – was now
Chief Justice of India Ranjan Gogoi.
In the hope of fair play, she sent a
copy of her affidavit to all the judges
on the Supreme Court,  and
subsequently shared the same with
The Wire, Caravan and Scroll.
Reporters from these three
publications spoke to many of the
dramatis personae named in the
affidavit and also sought Justice
Gogoi’s response to her charges
prior to publication. Justice Gogoi
authorised the registrar  of  the
Supreme Court to reply and he did,
by not just denying the charges but
also by assailing the character of the
young woman and alleging that her
family had “criminal antecedents”.
Most people thought this story was
already pretty horrific, but what
followed the publication of our story
was even worse.
Chief Justice Gogoi convened a
special bench of the Supreme Court
headed by himself – breaking a key
canon of natural justice that no man
can be a judge in his own case. Notice

From the Supreme Court, a Reminder that Justice
Was Sacrificed to Save a Judge

was issued  that a bench was
convening on a Saturday
comprising CJI Gogoi, Justice Arun
Mishra and Justice Sanjiv Khanna,
“to deal with a matter of great public
importance touching upon the
independence of the judiciary.”
This rather pompously worded
notice cleverly sought to convert a
young, powerless woman’s
complaint of sexual harassment and
vindictiveness against one of India’s
most powerful men into a matter
“touching upon the independence
of the judiciary”.
At the end of the hearing – during
which Justice Gogoi attacked the
woman who had complained against
him by saying she had a criminal
record – the bench passed a peculiar
order advising the media which had
reported her allegations to “take off
such material which is undesirable”.
Curiously, Justice Gogoi, who had
no business presiding over the
bench which was dealing with an
allegation against himself, committed
another departure from the Supreme
Court’s traditions by not signing the
order to which he was clearly a party
as a member of the bench.
In a subsequent hearing by another
bench,  an adventurist lawyer ’s
convenient petition  alleging a
conspiracy by unnamed “fixers” was
linked to the woman’s complaint and
an inquiry ordered into this irrelevant
issue. In the face of growing public
disbelief at his handling of the
allegation , Justice Gogoi
subsequently asked Justice S.A.
Bobde, then the second senior-most
judge, to set up an in-house panel to
probe the former employee’s
allegations. Justice Bobde, who is
now chief justice of India, inducted
Justices Indu Malhotra and Indira
Banerjee to serve on the panel
alongside himself.
The former court employee testified
before the panel but also raised
objections to the manner in which it
was functioning. These objections
were not addressed, compelling her
to withdraw from the proceedings.
But the panel was not deterred; it
declared that it would deliver its
findings ex parte if needed, i.e. even
without her presence and
cooperation. At least one sitting
judge of the Supreme Court, Justice
D.Y. Chandrachud, pleaded with the
panel to not to do so and instead
address her concerns but he was
disregarded. Attorney general K.K.
Venugopal’s suggestion that the
panel must include an external
member was also brushed aside. The
panel then  went ahead  and
concluded that it found “no
substance” in  the woman’s
allegations.
The panel’s findings were not made
public, nor was a copy shared or
even shown to the complainant – as
natural justice principles would
demand.
And there the matter seemed to end,
with the judiciary, and of course, the
Modi government and the ruling BJP,
keen to put a lid on the scandal and
quickly move on. Big media, which

had been forced by Justice Gogoi’s
theatrics to cover the story, quickly
dropped the matter.
Questions that remained
However, it was obvious that the
Supreme Court panel’s finding left
many questions unanswered. Why
was the woman frequently
transferred and then dismissed on
trivial grounds? Surely there was
something unusual about this, and
the panel could  easily have
summoned data from the court’s
administrative side – that reporters
have been unable to obtain through
RTI – to ask a simple question: Prior
to the woman’s dismissal, had any
employee of the Supreme Court ever
been terminated in this fashion for
the minor administrative infractions
she allegedly committed? The
answer to that question would have
given the in-house panel a clue that
something odd had clear ly
happened in her case. And what
about the coincidental suspension
from the police department of her
husband and brother in law? And
the sacking of her second brother in
law? And the bizarre criminal case
filed against her for extortion?
If her allegations indeed lacked
substance, was it just a coincidence
that all these terr ib le th ings
happened in rapid succession to
her? It is not uncommon for a
whistleblower to be subjected to a
vendetta. But she had not blown the
whistle at the time. If she was
victimised nonetheless, could it
have been because she had rebuffed
the advances of someone powerful?
That too is not uncommon.
We don’t know if the Supreme
Court’s in-house panel of three
judges asked these questions then
but surely they need to ask them
now. Because eight months after
they essentially concluded the
former junior court assistant had lied
we now know that
1. The police has had to admit
in court that it had no evidence in
the criminal extortion case filed
against her and the case was closed.
2. Both  her husband and
brother  in  law who had been
suspended by Delhi Police on
specious grounds are now back in
service.
3. The young woman herself –
and this was the news reported on
Wednesday morning – has also
been reinstated by the Supreme
Court.
4. We know that in between, the
woman filed an appeal for her
reinstatement but then withdrew it
abruptly – allegedly at the behest of
a “top government functionary” who
promised her and husband that
everything would be sorted out.
5. Today, if the court has taken
her back, this is clear
acknowledgement that her original
termination was wrong and likely
malafide. So the obvious question
to ask is: On whose instructions did
the men who signed her sacking
order act?
6. Second, if the Delhi Police
has been forced to acknowledge

they have no proof in the criminal
case against her, why did they make
haste to register a case on the basis
of patently flimsy evidence, arrest her,
handcuff her and keep opposing her
bail? Were they acting on someone’s
instructions?
7. Third , who is th is “top
government functionary” who
allegedly in tervened to get the
complainant to back down from the
pursuit o f a legal remedy for
reinstatement last July?
8. Breaching wall between
judiciary and executive
9. These are not theoretical or
id le questions. At that strange
hearing which he presided over on
April 20, 2019, Justice Gogoi had
claimed the woman’s allegations were
an attempt to attack the independence
of the judiciary. The Delhi Police
reports to the Union home ministry.
And its willingness to be party to
the vindictive pressure the woman
and her family were subjected to
suggests the wall between the
judiciary and the executive – one of
the guarantees of  judicial
independence – was breached with
some degree of collusion by both
sides. Once breached, of course,
could  the “top government
functionary” who got the fatigued
and demoralised complainant to back
down have resisted the temptation
to  widen that breach  to  the
government’s advantage? Finally,
what does that breach imply about
the soundness of the judgments
Justice Gogoi delivered as CJI – both
before the woman went public with
her charge in April 2019 and also
after?
10. The judges who were part of
the in-house panel which concluded
that the young woman’s allegations
against Justice Gogoi “lacked
substance” owe it to their collective
and individual consciences – and to
the reputation of the Supreme Court
of India – to raise these questions
anew, provide answers to the people
and reassure us that there is no need
to worry about the independence of
the judiciary.
11. Finally, it is obvious now that
the Supreme Court –  whose
intervention years ago in the
Vishakha case led to the eventual
creation of  laws against sexual
harassment at the workplace – needs
to get its own house in order. It must
be willing to subject itself to the
same sort of complaints procedure
that every formal workplace in India
is required by statute to keep in
place. This means the creation of an
internal complaints committee – with
one or more external members –
which can examine any allegation of
sexual harassment against a judge
or even the CJI, should such a
complaint ever arise.
12. The ‘internal panel’
mechanism has little credibility after
the way it handled  the charge
against Justice Gogoi last year. And
the latest development in the
harrowing case of the junior court
assistant is surely the final nail in
its coffin.

IGAR (South)
Imphal Jan 24

Chassad Battalion  of 10 Sector
Assam Rifles under the aegis of
IGAR (South) organized a security
meet at Nampisha Company
Operating Base on 22 January 2020.
In view of the recent developments
with regard to Naga Peace talks and
Pact between Kuki groups and Naga
National Political Groups (NNPGs),
there are apprehensions among the
locals about the outcome of talks
which would affect the prevailing
security situation in the area. The
security meet which was attended
by village Authorities and Headmen
from Ningchou, Kangpat Khullen
and Skipe has signif icant
importance in view of presence of
Tangkhul and Kuki population in
the Kamjong district. The meet was
focused  on  issues related  to
security and Under Ground cadres
activ ities in  the run  up to the
Republic Day 2020. Locals were
also sensitized about attempts of
Under Ground groups to carry out
subversive activ ities against
Security Forces in the area.
Likewise, Mantripukhri Battalion of
9 Sector Assam Rifles under the

aegis of IGAR (South) organised a
security meet at Koirengei
Company Operating Base (COB).
The security forum was attended
by v illage Pradhans,  ward
members, councilors, members of
village youth club and locals of the
area. During the meet the locals
were sensitised and updated on
current security situation existing
in the area of responsibility. There
was also an interaction carried out
on necessary measures required to
be undertaken by locals in synergy
with Assam Rifles for maintaining
a strict vigil against illicit activities
in the area.  In addition to the
security issues, future action plan
in respect of civic action projects
like medical camps, recruitment in
Assam Rifles and Army and career
counseling for youth were also
discussed during the meet.
The locals expressed  their
gratitude and  appreciated  the
efforts of Assam Rifles for conduct
of  such  security meetings and
ensuring peace in the area and
assured  their  commitment and
assistance in maintaining the same.
The security meet concluded with
tea and refreshments for all the
attendees.

Assam Rifles organized
village security meet


